Following the attack of September 11th, public opinion polls showed a remarkable leap in Americans' trust of their government. Some in New York City seem to be carving out an exception to that trust when it comes to the US Environmental Protection Agency. Fanned by some alarming news reports, there are doubts about whether the EPA has been telling the truth about the New York City air.
In the weeks following the disaster, news reports accepted government reassurances that the downtown air was safe. But in late October, the New York Daily News declared, "A Toxic Nightmare at Disaster Site." This breathless story put together a catalog of horrors in the air, from PCBs and dioxin to benzene, "a colorless liquid that evaporates quickly and can cause leukemia, bone marrow damage and other diseases in long-term exposure." Just as alarming, these reports came from "internal government reports" that had only seen the light of day thanks to an activist group's Freedom of Information Act request.
This story glossed over the inconvenient details: the worst measurements were taken by probes within the smoldering pile of rubble, or represented brief transient readings amidst a large volume of reassuring results. To the credit of the non-tabloid press, reporters made some phone calls to follow up on this screaming headline, but didn't deem the information meaningful enough to stimulate a media hog-pile on the subject.
Instead, like the wreckage of the World Trade Center, this story smoldered out of sight for months. In early January, the Washington Post took its turn at the tiller of alarm, reporting among other things thatdespite the EPA's reassurances that the air was safe to breathe, a for-profit inspector discovered asbestos at 555 times the "suggested acceptable level" in an apartment building air vent. "Nearly four months after the World Trade Center attacks, the fires there are largely extinguished. But fears of the toxic brew left behind in lower Manhattan's air remain -as do concerns that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and other government agencies did not warn residents sufficiently or soon enough of the dangers."
This report followed a familiar pattern. It started with the obvious -that asbestos dust was produced when the buildings collapsed. It moved to the anecdotal -at least a few landlords didn't do a thorough job of cleaning their buildings. Next, it inexplicably placed the blame for bad cleanups on the EPA, which had no legal role. And finally, it waltzed off to the land of speculation -that residents of lower Manhattan face a significant health hazard.
Fanned by some alarming news reports, there are doubts about whether the EPA has been telling the truth about the New York City air A week later, the St. Louis Post Dispatch elevated that formula to a high art -by quoting a government scientist with the unsupported assertion that, "If people continue living and working in places that still have (asbestos) dust in the carpets, furniture, drapes and heating and cooling system, the elevated risk could be from around one-in-a-thousand extra cancers to maybe as high as one in 10." That last figure, apparently pulled from the air, is on a par with the most egregious lifetime occupational exposures.
As a letter writer to the Post Dispatch complained, the article reached alarming conclusions but was based on hypotheticals. "Then there's use of the loaded word 'insist' for everything said by those who don't go along with the basic premise of the story. It implies a defensive posture, as when people continue to 'insist' things in the face of overwhelming facts to the contrary. Replace 'insist' with 'say' and see if the piece has a different feel."
Most interesting to note throughout this episode was the voice of the New York Times. It dutifully reported the political stir created by these news reports, but it did not find the claims themselves worthy of coverage. The Times noted that a press conference in which local politicians lashed out against the EPA, "underscored how deep and widespread the worries are about the environmental effect of the trade center collapse, and also how much the federal agency has become the political lightning rod for those concerns. Other governmental agencies that might also have done more aggressive indoor testing, like the city's Department of Environmental Protection, were barely mentioned."
There's no doubt that there were issues regarding air quality well worth covering: the lingering concrete dust was an irritant, and was especially hard on people with asthma; some landlords hired workers to do the cleanups without first checking for asbestos and making sure the workers were adequately protected; and rescue workers, particularly in the first few days, worked without needed respiratory protection. Those issues did get needed attention in the news. But, just as the news media was starting to improve its public reputation, it spent some of its hard-won respect with stories that chronicled public anxieties, but fell short in sorting fact from speculation.
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